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Photography
for Parents

01Photography for Parents 



READ YOUR DAILY LESSON
WHERE WE COVER THE
INFORMATION AND
INSTRUCTIONS.

YOUR DAILY CHALLENGE IS
TO SHOOT THE TASK SET.

POST IT INTO THE FACEBOOK
GROUP FOR TIPS AND
FEEDBACK.
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LESSON TWO
 

“My children often look blurry in my photos”
 

Have you ever had your photo ruined by the very thing you wanted to keep
sharp turning blurry and the area behind them looking sharp? 

 
Or trying to take a photo of a seemingly slow moving child who right at the
last moment moves her hand and suddenly it’s all just one blur? Or keeping
everyone and everything still and YET the photo somehow looking unsharp?

 
Because if something is not sharp – that’s game over, no amount of  time in

photoshop will fix it.
 

WHAT IS A GOOD OR BAD PHOTO? 
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Believe it or not, but there are 2 very distinct 
reasons why your images might not be looking

sharp:
 

Your focus landed in the wrong place or
your camera was too slow to keep up 

with your subject. 
 

Each of these can spoil a photo so it’s good  to
know how to prevent them from happening.
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FOCUS  
 

There are many ways of controlling where your focus goes and how it behaves (each
camera has different focus modes and areas, suited for static photos and capturing
action and we explore these in more detail on my beginners course). 

The first thing to do is to really pay attention to WHERE your focus is landing. 

Your camera will always tell you – we just don’t always pay attention to it. 

What KIND of focus do you have?

All cameras have two types of focus (- static and dynamic focus.)
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TIPS

Static Focus - Usually called one shot/single/AF S 

You focus on your subject. 

For as long as you hold your finger on the shutter (half pressed), the
camera will hold your focus in that place. If your subject moves away
to towards you -  your focus stays where it originally was. 

Dynamic focus (usually called AF-C, Continuous focus or Tracking
focus) 

You focus on a subject - the camera starts paying attention to what
your subject is. For as long as you hold your finger on the shutter,
the camera will attempt to keep focus on your subject. 

If your subject moves towards/away from you - your camera will
attempt to track them and readjust your subject as you go (for as
long as you hold your shutter button half pressed)

So if you are expecting to be capturing a moving object, it may be
worth it switching to this focus mode.

Please post in the group if you have any questions at all. 
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REASON 2 -  SHUTTER SPEED  

Your camera was too slow to keep up with your subject

I  don’t  know about your children,  but mine are always on the move!  

To take a sharp photo of  something in motion,  your camera must be able
to take that photo very fast  –  we’re talking hundredth fractions of  a
second.

But often how fast  i t  is  capable of  going,  depends on one thing -  LIGHT.

Since Photography is  essential ly  'painting with l ight' ,  in  order to take a
good photo,  your camera needs a certain amount of  l ight  to get  inside it .
Once it  has enough l ight  in,  i t  can take a good,  well  exposed photo.  

But that  amount of  l ight  really  varies from one place to another.  
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The setting responsible for  managing how fast  or  slow
your camera can take the photo is  cal led Shutter
speed.  

You can change the shutter  speed to ensure your
camera takes your photo faster  or  slower -  but you
need to be shooting in either Shutter  Priority  mode or
ful l  manual.  

The faster  your shutter  speed (expressed in fractions
of  a  second) -  the faster  your camera can take a
photo.  

I f  you shoot in auto,  you have relatively l i tt le  control
over the speed your camera takes a photo -  i t 's  the
camera that controls  what shutter  speed it  gives you.
It  doesn't  know if  you're taking a photo of  a  f lower in  
the garden or  your child on the swings.  

In this  case,  your best  bet  is  to just  give your camera
plenty of  l ight  -  that  way it  wil l  have no choice than
to let  you take a fast  photo.
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In my in person beginners course  
I  wil l  teach you how to handle your shutter
speed in more detai l  –  which is  responsible
for  how fast  the photo is  taken – in a
module dedicated to capturing movement.

I  have attached a l i tt le  more information in
the video cl ip below:

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?
app=desktop&v=NccAtXGQx6w
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Day 2 Challenge
 

Capture some action shots.
 

 Try your hand at making it sharp 
OR embrace the blur!!

 
Don't forget to post your images to our

Facebook group for feedback!!
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